I have provided this file to allow you to read four articles from the Dominican Republic press.  Two articles address the incident, and two articles are the rebuttals from Valentino Morales.  These are the literal translations using Google.com's Language Tools page.
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Literal translation:  
http://www.elnacional.com.do/app/article.aspx?id=39520

To Marianny Pimentel Orde, student of architecture of 23 years, the young person who Saturday at dawn was mistreated by Diesel Vin actor in the discoteca Praia, of the Naco extension, narrated the details of the incident.  He clarified that he does not interest to him to demand to the actor nor to the discoteca by the incident.  She said that some people try to attribute to want to remove advantage to him from I mistreat of which it was object, because she did not yield to the pretensions of the Diesel actor.  She explained that "I am a decent woman, I do not walk in the streets looking for men.  I accepted the invitation of Diesel engine under my conditions ".  The discussion began the discoteca as opposed to, when the girl left to speak with the actor, whom she demanded to him to accompany it to the hotel where she was provided with accomodations.  He said that Lincoln knew the actor one week ago leaving a commercial establishment of the Abraham avenue.  In that opportunity it would have followed it and he said to him that he wanted to know it, and that through a friend he yielded to the invitation.  "the things did not occur as it wanted and for that reason happened what step '", needed Pimentel Orde.  It said that it listened when Diesel ordered to the security of the discoteca that did not let it enter the establishment and that before the security prohibited him the entrance could enter in search of aid of its friends and that found the support of the humorist Luisín Jiménez.  "they removed to Me from Praia because I did not want to go to me with him for any side, and then he commanded to remove to me", the young person in telephone interview said to this morning.  The actor would have proposed the young person to go away to a discreet place, without racket, and as option proposed to him to go away to the hotel.  She and their friends knew the actor in a celebration and interchanged telephones and coordinated to the past leave Saturday to Praia.  It said that they walked in his vehicle and he and its equipment of security in his.  They were sharing until the inccidente was originated because the actor "asked to my friend and me that we went to the hotel".  "I do not go for any hotel... I am not customary to go to hotels", would have said she to the Diesel actor.  "You think that it is a game, if I wanted to be with thousand women were, but is with you who I want to be", the actor reproached to him.  According to the story, Diesel engine commanded to look for the owner of Praia and it noticed to him that him to follow they had there to remove to the girl.  Soon they invited it to leave and they did not allow him to return to enter.  "the same owner requested to us that please we were ourselves, after which Diesel was asked for it", said the girl.  The humorist Luisín Mejía said that she noticed the proprietor of the discoteca, Jean Pool, that could be demanded by harassment sexual.  Mejía was present when the Diesel North American actor caused that the owner of Praia removed from the premises to the young person who had refused to accompany it to his hotel.  The homorista said that the young person is friend of his daughter and who he said to him that it remained there, who was not going to him to pass nothing.


Literal translation
http://www.diariolibre.com/app/article.aspx?id=44816

Diesel Vin infuriated after rejection when younger in Praia the famous American actor is an assiduous visitor of Praia Coffee, where it attends next to his intimate friends of the So large country of the Source To choose Great Normal Small Size Very Great Diesel Vin Photos, an admirer of the Dominican beauties.  Options > > Imprimir Article > > Guardar Santo Domingo Article.  Famous actor American Vin Diesel not loses opportunity to visit Praia Coffee when he is of visit in Dominican Republic, that has constituted in his "second nation", according to his own words.  Admirer confeso of kindness and attributes of the Dominican ones, the interpreter of XXX was the past Saturday sharing animatedly in the referred establishment.  According to a denunciation of the signaller Luisín Jiménez, made through the program the Show of the Noon, Diesel Vin conversed in Praia next to its friend, the Dominican actor Juan Fernandez.  While they enjoyed the exquisite drinks that usually consume Diesel engine in Praía, according to knew DL, Diesel engine courted a beautiful young person who was united to the pair of actors.  Initially, according to the source of DL, the girl it was interested in Diesel engine, although finally it ended up leaving next to Fernandez, decision that caused the wrath of the recognized Hollywood actor.  Rafael - Miñongo- Peralta, artistic industralist and near friend of Diesel Vin, in made telephone call to Free Newspaper, denied that the actor "harassed sexually" to the young person who was in Praía the past Saturday, according to the version spread by Luisín Jiménez in the television.  "Vin is an assiduous visitor of Praia, where it is going to share with us, but never has carried out actions that put in judgment fabric their good behavior", Peralta in conversation with DL argued.  Diesel Vin actor, whom he had predicted to travel this Monday to the United States, manages in the country the shooting of his next film.


Literal Translation
http://www.diariolibre.com/app/article.aspx?id=44978

Diesel Vin is other people's to impasse let in the So large country of the Source Choose Great Normal Small Size Very Great Photos Diesel Vin actor.  Options > > Imprimir Article > > Guardar Santo Domingo Article.  "By shame, I do not have myself bold to comment to Diesel Vin the commotion to him provoked in mass media, because my friend traveled to the Dominican Republic when I invited it so that he invested in my country".  Thus Dominican actor Valentino expressed itself Moral, intimate friend of Diesel Vin, in exclusive conversation with Free Newspaper, from the city of the Angels, the U.S.A..  Valentino talks about the assumption I mistreat that the young person Marianny Pimentel Orde was object, of 23 years, on the part of the famous actor, while Bar & Lounge were in Praia, last Saturday.  Morals related to DL their version of the happened thing:  "Luisín Jiménez approached us, because between the four girls, was one was its ex- fiancèe", explains the actor.  "She, when Jiménez approached to us, said that it was his ex- fiancè, but that did not want anything with him, and this one reacted taking it from the arm".  While the conversation was gotten excited, according to the version of the friend of Diesel engine, it left establishment one of the proprietors of Praia, that "asked of favor the actors who did not leave the place" by the argument.  Valentino denied that the interpreter of "A Man Apart" asked the proprietor of Praia that did not allow the entrance him to Pimentel Orde, as it extended in the press, always according to the version offered by the young person presumably mistreated.  "we do not know anything, if the owner of the discoteca sent it to remove, we did not return it to see, to none of the girls, but Vin at no moment requested that they removed it from the establishment", explained the friend of the actor.  "It wanted to be with Vin", indicates Valentino.  "the young person of the argument was interested in Diesel engine, but he did not show interest, and a test is that the four young people settled in the lobby of the hotel, during three hours, hoping that we lowered to accompany us to the discoteca".  Investments in RD In their last visit to the country, that took place the last week, reporters of Free Newspaper agreed with the actor in a capital restaurant, where George Nader was itself to him accompanied of the industralist.  Morals confirmed that Diesel Vin initiated the proceedings to invest in several tourist points of Dominican Republic.  "For that reason I have fear to comment to him on the published thing by the press, would dare not to return to my country", indicated.  n

Literal Translation
http://elcaribe.com.do/articulo_caribe.aspx?id=62796&guid=9A892DEB906A4CA7AE0A4A0B4BA50966&Seccion=17

Actor Diesel and Luisín follows in the arena Luisín Jiménez (nonLuisín Mejía) is put in fabric of judgment By Writing/Caribbean Thursday 29 of September of the 2005 updated miercoles 28 of September of the 2005 to the 8:56 p.m. Luisín Jiménez.  TOOLS To send Commentary To send by email Format impression To add to favorite articles Luisín Jiménez, that are part of "With Freddy and point" and "Hurling the blow" and Luisín Mejía, as it left by mistake (an excuse goes here), did not make the declaration public that accused Diesel Vin to have caused which they removed to a girl from Praia because it did not want to go away to the hotel with the actor.  The revealed thing woke up as much controversy that Valentino Moral, friend of Diesel Vin and who accompanied in Praia that night, it took his turn in this "drama" to offer his point of view.  Morals indicated to the program "the artistic life", that is transmitted by Independence F.M., that the girls "went to look for us the hotel the Ambassador and they invited to us to Praia.  We were there and we were sharing.  When we left the discoteca, the girls were entering the car to go to us.  Then, there was a boy who crossed itself of arms.  I asked to him one who was and she said to me:  ' That (Luisín Jiménez) is the ex- fiancè mine ' ".  According to him, they were the girls who took them there, was the owner of Praia that said they that were had left, they never found out that the girls were invited to leave the place and Luisín acted by jealousy.  "We were not interested in any of them.  Vin never has made a thing thus.  He does not know of this and I do not know nor how to tell it to it.  I do not want that it is scared of the country because he wants to make films, to buy earth and to make investments.  Luisín which wants is publicity ".

